Humans have degrees-of-freedom (DOF) 
Introduction
Compensators are often added to the control law to makeup for performance deficiencies. For example, a common objective in eye-in-hand tracking is to robotically servo the camera such that its image plane remains centered over the moving target. But, joint bandwidth and saturation limits not permitting, the camera will lag behind the target. One can then mathcmatically design feedforward 1 4 1 or lead compensators to add phase and cancel out camera lag. Skeet shooting is a good example of lead compensation. Often a marksmen will aim ahead of the target, taking its flight path, speed and distance into account. He thereby physically adds phase to the target's bearing angle.
People display interesting behaviors which also suggest that we employ compensation. For example the eyes lead (i.e. move before) the neck, when we track a moving target. One possible explanation is that the eyes, which have fast response times, are physically compensating for the neck's slower motions. Beyond the mathematical abstractions of compensator design, joints with fast bandwidths can physically act as lead compensators when their kinematic encoder data is added to the visual-servoing loop. This will be illustrated in this paper.
Our particular vision interests are in visually monitoring a large 3.6 x 6.4 x 1 m3 assembly workcell with a 5-dof robot (Fig. 1) . This robot is a custom-built 3-dof Cartesian gantry mounted with a Directed Perceptions 2-dof pan-tilt-unit (PTU) and a camcra on its end-effector. For our initial tracking efforts, we designed a pose regulator [6] , [9] , 121. The control law in such designs rely exclusively on image data to update camera motions using an image Jacobian to maintain a desired camera-to-target pose. This initial effort met with several limitations associated with joint bandwidth and saturation. Target translations forced gantry motions which are marked by largc inertial loads and slow responses. Oftentimes the target would accelerate past the camera's field-of-view (FOV) before the gantry got up to speed thus lcisillg visual contact. By contrast, the small, lightweight PTU responds quickly and easily. Another problcm was that abrupt target starts and stops forced large gantry accelerations that generated camera end-point vibrations. Kalman filtering [IO], [l] was implemented to improve robustness but it requires a priori knowledge of the target's motion dynamics, which in general, isn't always available.
To overcome these limitations we designed a control 0-7803-5886-4/00/$10.00@ 2000 IEEElaw we call partitioning that couples joints [7] , [8] . The control law uses both image and kinematic joint data. The pan and tilt degrees-of-freedom (DOF) are visually servoed using image data while gantry translations are kinematically servoed using pan and tilt angle data. In this paper we present an analysis of partitioning to illustrate that joint coupling improves visually servoed tracking. We found that fast bandwidth joints, when visually servoed, physically act as lead compensators. Section 2 presents the partitioning control architecture and linearized input-output relationships. Simulations and experiments in the frequency domain reveal phase characteristics and are given in Section 3. Conclusions follow in Section 4.
Coupling DOF
Tracking can be defined as the task of centering the camera's image plane over a moving target. For a horizontally translating target, tracking requires only visually servoing one DOF; the camera can be panned or translated. In either case, tracking is achieved by controlling camera velocity in proportion to pixel position changes of the target's image centroid. Tracking in this manner is known as piloting [3] or steering [4] .
Tracking by camera pan requires mapping pixel positions in the image space to target bearing angles in the task space. The radial distance between the camera and target, as measured along the optical axis, factors into this mapping. This distance cannot be measured using a single image centroid, but it can be approximated if the bearing angle is small and the initial camera-to-target distance is knowr:. The net effect is lower pan tracking performance as the target horizontally translates away from the camera. Tracking by camera translation is much simplier. The camera-totarget distance remains constant when the target horizontally translates in a plane parallel to the camera's image plane and simple perspective is used for the image-to-task space mapping. Camera translations however invoke a gantry DOF which is marked by large inertias. In other words, the gantry's long time response limits tracking performance to slow moving targets.
Another way to track is to invoke both pan and translational DOF and design a control law that exploits the advantages each has to offer. The PTU has a short time response and can be visually servoed to keep a fast moving target in view, whereas the gantry has the ability to transport the camera anywhere in the workcell. Thus better pan tracking performance can be achieved if the gantry simultaneously translates to reduce the camera-to-target bearing angle. To realize simultaneous pan and translation, a joint-coupling can be defined in the underlying control law, and is illustrated in the discrete-time block diagram (Fig. 2) . Both sample instants IC and units are given for additional clarity. These two relationships are represented as block elements before and after the top-left adder in Fig. 2 . The term is a camera-to-target distance dependent gain and models a camera's lens. The net effect is that tracking performance by visually servoed pan is limited to small target bearing angles.
The gantry DOF is invoked by kinematically servoing translations in response to camera pan angle differences 8; -8'. 8' is a user-defined setpoint camera orientation and without loss of generality, 8* is set to zero. The net effect is that the constant gain, A, , actuates camera translations at speeds proportional to its pan angle. 
Superscript c in 'Go and 'G, denotes "coupled" and subscripts 8 and g describe pan and gantry respectively. The net effect of the coupling in Fig. 2 is that tracking behavior (i.e pan and gantry servo action) depend on two gains A, and A, . This is because both 'Go and 'G, have the same characteristic equation (CE) and the closed-loop pole locations depend on the product A, A, .
Tracking behavior can also bc seen by the fact that if A, = 0 then there is no camera translation (since 'G , = 0 ) and all tracking is done exclusively by panning. The gain dependence on pan and gantry responses can be seen more clearly in the ensuing root locus diagrams and step responses.
Root Locus & Time Response
Reexpressing (5) and (6) into root locus forms yields two plots (Figs. 4 and 5) . The former plot is of varying A, and fixed A, = 0.5 and the latter is of varying A, and fixed A , = 1.0. T was set at 0.12 s in light of the PTU's serial latency. New gantry velocity updates are issued at this loop time and its serial latency (6 ms) is comparatively small. These two plots complement each other. Fig. 4 reveals double poles at both z = 0 and 1, and a pair of zeros at 0.0641 and 0.936. The loci breaks away at z = 0.5 and pan response will be more oscillatory as A, increases above 1.958 with instability a t A, > 6.242. Fig. 5 reveals yields poles at z = 0, 1, 0.786 and 0.214 and no zeros. Gantry overshoot will occur for A, > 0.35 and settling time will increase. As A, is increased, oscillations will increase with unstable response occurring for A, > 2.548.
The net effect of kinematic coupling pan and gantry DOF together is graphically shown in Fig. 6 .
Step response experiments were videotaped and a sequence of image stills are shown in Fig. 7 . (solid) using equations (5) and (6) match these results closely.
Coupling Effects
Rise time is often used as a performance metric and is defined as the time it takes the system to go from 10 to 90 percent of its steady-state value. The rise times of visually servoing a gantry DOF (A, = 0.5) was experimentally measured to be 4.29 s. Visually servoing the pan DOF (A, = 1.0)) yielded a 1.13 s rise time. Coupling the pan and gantry DOF at these gains yielded a 2.50 s rise time.
Visually servoing the gantry results in sluggish response because its large inertial load forces using a low gain. Partitioning introduces coupling and takes advantage of the pan% fast rise time to translate the gantry quickly. As mentioned in the introduction, the Figure 7 : Coupled pan-gantry step response: The target is a robot hand mounted on a Puma end-effector (left).
To create the step input, the hand first translates 0.1 m and then the camera is allowed to servo. The camera simulataneously pans and translates (middle) under partitioning to the final camera pose (right).
pan DOF serves as a lead compensator and is analogous to skeet shooting. The pan adds positive phase when aiming a t the target. This can be seen analytically from the Bode phase and magnitude plots of (5) and ( 6 ) given in Fig. 9 .
The pan's Bode plot reveals a resonant peak at 0.189 Hz (12.95 dB). Below this value, there is phase lead with amplified gain. At higher frequencies, gain is attenuated, filtering high-frequency signals. At low frequencies (e.g. 0.02 Hz) there is little pan and larger gantry motion. In other words, most of the tracking action is done by the gantry. At higher frequencies (e.g. 0.80 Hz) the reverse is true with pan motions being more prevalent. In mid-frequencies, both pan and gantry motions contribute towards tracking. The net effect is that the pan introduces phase lead to compensate for the lower gantry bandwidth. Fig. 10 shows this pan phase lead (+55.88" and 6.37 dB gain) for a 0.1 Hz sinusoidal input.
Peak-to-peak pixel error in response to a sinusoidal input is another performance metric. A small pixel error means that the target is centered in the camera's image plane. Fig. 11 illustrates the improved phase and peak-to-peak pixel error that joint-coupling offers. Tracking by visually servoing the gantry alone (Fig. 12) . For A, = 1.0 and A, = 2.0, the peak error is 33 pixels (1.3 cm).
Conclusions
Casual observance reveals that humans coordinate their DOF while tracking and the resulting motions suggest a joint-coupling. The partitioned scheme defines a joint-coupling in the control law that takes advantage of both image and kinematic data. Simulations and experimcns reveal that coupling smaller peak-to-peak pixel errors, and hence improved tracking performance. Like skeet shooting, the partitioned pan DOF adds phase to the gantry's dynamics due to its faster response and physically acts like a lead compensator. This suggests that improved lag performance can be achieved by kinematically coupling a robot's faster joints to its slower joints under a partitioned scheme. The analysis reveals that partitioned tracking performance depends on two gains which can be tuned using standard root locus techniques. We are currently exploring linear quadratic cost functions as an alternative approach for gain tuning. Such an a p proach would prescribe the amount of pan and gantry control effort and ensure both stability and optimal Note how coupling improves phase and has less peakto-peak pixel error.
tracking performance.
